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iI 1st Session Ii H. R. 782 I

~o amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 to provide that exchange-rate misalignment by an~
¡foreign nation is a countervailable export subsidy, to amend the Exchange Rates and
¡International Economic Policy Coordination Act of 1988 to clarify the definition of manipulation
lwith respect to currency, and for other purposes.

IHR 782 IH

110th CONGRESS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

January 31, 2007
I

Mr. RYAN of Ohio (for himself, Mr. HUNTER, Ms. SLAUGHTER, Mr. ALTMIRE, Mr. DEFAZIO, Ms. i
DELAURO, Mr. DOYLE, Mr. EHLERS, Ms. FOXX, Mr. GERLACH, Mr. HAYES, Mr. HOLT, Mr. I
IKILDEE, Mr. LIPINSKI, Mr. MANZULLO, Mr. MCGOVERN, Mr. MCHUGH, Mr. MEEK of Florida, !
IMr. MICHAUD, Mrs. MILLER of Michigan, Mr. MOLLOHAN, Mrs. MYRICK, Mr. NORWOOD, Mr. I

IRENZI, Mr. ROHRABACHER, Mr. SAXTON, Ms. SCHAKOWSKY, Mr. SENSENBRENNER, Mr.
SOUDER, Mr. SPACE, Ms. SUTTON, Mr. WALZ of Minnesota, and Mr. WILSON of South
ICarolina) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Ways and
¡Means, and in addition to the Committees on Financial Services, Foreign Affairs, and Armed
¡Services, for a period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for
lconsideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concernedr !i A BILL i
~o amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 to provide that exchange-rate misalignment by any,
¡foreign nation is a countervailable export subsidy, to amend the Exchange Rates and I
,International Economic Policy Coordination Act of 1988 to clarify the definition of manipulation II
'with respect to currency, and for other purposes.

I

I
i

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,

'SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the' Fair Currency Act of 2007'.

TITLE I--SUBSIDIES AND PRODUCT-SPECIFIC SAFEGUARD MECHANISM
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SEC. 101. FINDINGS.

Congress makes the following findings:

(1) The economy and national security of the United States are critically dependent
upon a vibrant manufacturing and agricultural base.

(2) The good health of United States manufacturing and agriculture requires, among
other things, unfettered access to open markets abroad and fairly traded raw
materials and products in accord with the international legal principles and
agreements of the World Trade Organization and the International Monetary Fund.

(3) The International Monetary Fund, the G-8, and other international organizations
have repeatedly noted that exchange-rate misalignment can cause imbalances in the
international trading system that could ultimately undercut the stability of the
system, but have taken no action to redress such misalignments and imbalances.

(4) Since 1994, the People's Republic of China and other countries have repeatedly
intervened in currency markets and taken measures that have significantly
misaligned the values of their currencies against the United States dollar and other
currencies.

(5) This policy by the People's Republic of China, for example, has resulted in
substantial undervaluation of the renminbi, by up to 40 percent or more.

(6) Evidence of this undervaluation can be found in the large and growing annual
trade surpluses of the People's Republic of China; substantially expanding foreign
direct investment in China; and the rapidly increasing aggregate amount of foreign
currency reserves that are held by the People's Republic of China.

(7) Undervaluation by the People's Republic of China and by other countries acts as
both a subsidy for their exports and as a nontariff barrier against imports into their
territories, to the serious detriment of United States manufacturing and agriculture.

(8)(A) As members of both the World Trade Organization and the International
Monetary Fund, the People's Republic of China and other countries have assumed a
series of international legal obligations to eliminate all subsidies for exports and to
facilitate international trade by fostering a monetary system that does not tend to
produce erratic disruptions, that does not prevent effective balance-of-payments
adjustment, and that does not gain unfair competitive advantage.

(B) These obligations are most prominently set forth in--

(i) Articles VI, XV, and XVI of the GATT 1994 (as defined in section 2(1)(B) of
the Uruguay Round Agreements Act (19 U.s.c. 3501(1)(B));

(ii) the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (as described in
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section 101(d)(12) of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act (19 U.S.c. 3511(d)
(12)); and

(iii) Articles iv and ViII of the International Monetary Fund's Articles of
Agreement.

(9) Under the foregoing circumstances, it is consistent with the international legal
obligations of the People's Republic of China and similarly situated countries and
with the corresponding international legal rights of the United States to amend
relevant United States trade laws to make explicit that exchange-rate misalignment
by any country is actionable as a countervailable export subsidy.

SEC. 102. APPLICATION OF COUNTERVAILING DUTIES TO NONMARKET
ECONOMY COUNTRIES.

(a) In General- Section 701(a)(1) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.s.c. 1671(a)(1)) is
amended by inserting' (including a nonmarket economy country)' after' country' each
place it appears.

(b) Use of Alternate Methodologies- Section 771(5)(E) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.s.C.
1677(5)(E)) is amended by adding at the end the following: 'With respect to a
nonmarket economy country, for purposes of identifying and measuring a subsidy benefit
described in clause (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv), or otherwise conferred upon a recipient, the
administering authority shall use methodologies that take into account the possibility that
prevailing terms and conditions in that country might not be available or might
themselves be inappropriate benchmarks due to market distortions. In such
circumstances, unless it is demonstrated that the nonmarket economy country's
prevailing terms and conditions practicably can be adjusted to serve as appropriate
benchmarks, the administering authority shall use as benchmarks appropriate terms and
conditions prevailing outside the nonmarket economy country. When the party in
possession of the information necessary to identify and measure the benefit of a subsidy
does not timely and completely submit that information for the record, the administering
authority shall use for that purpose the facts otherwise available and shall, as warranted,
draw adverse inferences.'.

(c) Adjustments For Export Price and Constructed Export Price- Section 772(c)(1)(C) of
the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.c. 1677a(c)(1)(C)) is amended by inserting before the end
comma the following: " whether the subject merchandise is from a country with a
market economy, a nonmarket economy, or a combination thereof'.

(d) Effective Date- The amendments made by subsections (a), (b), and (c) apply with
respect to a countervailing duty proceeding initiated under subtitle A of title VII of the
Tariff Act of 1930 before, on, or after the date of enactment of this Act.

(e) Antidumping Provisions Not Affected- The amendments made by subsections (a), (b),
and (c) shall not affect the status of a country as a nonmarket economy country for the
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purposes of any matter relating to antidumping duties under the Tariff Act of 1930.

SEC. 103. CLARIFICATION TO INCLUDE EXCHANGE-RATE MISALIGNMENT
AS A COUNTERVAILABLE SUBSIDY UNDER TITLE VII OF THE TARIFF ACT
OF 1930.

(a) Amendments to Definition of Countervailable Subsidy-

(1) FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION- Section 771(5)(D) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.s.c. 1677(5)(D)) is amended--

(A) by redesignating clauses (i) through (iv) as subclauses (I) through (IV),
respectively;

(B) by striking 'The term' and inserting' (i) The term'; and

(C) by adding at the end the following:

'(ii) Exchange-rate misalignment (as defined in paragraph (5C))
constitutes a financial contribution within the meaning of subclauses (I)
and (III) of clause (i).'.

(2) BENEFIT CONFERRED- Section 771(5)(E) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.c.
1677(5)(E)) is amended--

(A) in clause (iii), by striking' , and' and inserting a comma;

(B) in clause (iv), by striking the period at the end and inserting " and'; and

(C) by inserting after clause (iv) the following new clause:

'(v) in the case of exchange-rate misalignment (as defined in paragraph
(5C)), if the price of exported goods in United States dollars is less than
what the price of such goods would be without the exchange-rate
misalignment.' .

(3) SPECIFICITY- Section 771(5A)(B) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.s.c. 1677(5A)
(B)) is amended by inserting before the period at the end the following: " such as
exchange-rate misalignment (as defined in paragraph (5C))'.

(b) Definition of Exchange-Rate Misalignment- Section 771 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.s.c. 1677) is amended by inserting after paragraph (5B) the following new paragraph:

'(5C) EXCHANGE-RATE MISALIGNMENT-

'(A) IN GENERAL- For purposes of paragraphs (5) and (SA), the term
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'exchange-rate misalignment' means an undervaluation of a foreign currency
as a result of protracted large-scale intervention by or at the direction of a
governmental authority in the exchange market. Such undervaluation shall be
found when the observed exchange rate for a foreign currency is below the
exchange rate that could reasonably be expected for that foreign currency
absent the intervention.

'(B) FACTORS- In determining whether exchange-rate misalignment is
occurring and a benefit thereby is conferred, the administering authority in
each case--

, (i) shall consider the exporting country's--

'(I) bilateral balance-of-trade surplus or deficit with the United
States;

'(II) balance-of-trade surplus or deficit with its other trading partners
individually and in the aggregate;

, (III) foreign direct investment in its territory;

'(IV) currency-specific and aggregate amounts of foreign currency
reserves; and

'(V) mechanisms employed to maintain its currency at an
undervalued exchange rate relative to another currency and,
particularly, the nature, duration, and monetary expenditures of
those mechanisms;

'(ii) may consider such other economic factors as are relevant; and

, (iii) shall measure the trade surpluses or deficits described in subclauses
(1) and (II) of clause (i) with reference to the trade data reported by the
United States and the other trading partners of the exporting country,

unless such trade data are not available or are demonstrably inaccurate, in
which case the exporting country's trade data may be relied upon if shown
to be sufficiently accurate and trustworthy.

'(C) COMPUTATION- In quantifying exchange-rate misalignment, the
administering authority shall develop and apply an objective methodology that
is consistent with widely recognized macroeconomic theory and shall rely upon
governmentally published and other publicly available and reliable data.

'(D) TYPE OF ECONOMY- An authority found to be engaged in exchange-rate
misalignment may have either a market economy or a nonmarket economy or a
combination thereof.'.
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(c) Effective Date- The amendments made by this section apply with respect to a
countervailing duty proceeding initiated under subtitle A of title VII of the Tariff Act of
1930 before, on, or after the date of enactment of this Act.

SEC. 104. CLARIFICATION TO INCLUDE EXCHANGE-RATE MISALIGNMENT
BY THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA AS A CONDITION TO BE
CONSIDERED WITH RESPECT TO MARKET DISRUPTION UNDER CHAPTER 2
OF TITLE IV OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974.

(a) Market Disruption-

(1) IN GENERAL- Section 421(c) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.s.c. 2451(c)) is
amended by adding at the end the following new paragraphs:

'(3) For purposes of this section, the term' under such conditions' includes
exchange-rate misalignment (as defined in paragraph (4)).

'(4)(A) For purposes of this section, the term' exchange-rate misalignment' means
an undervaluation of the renminbi as a result of protracted large-scale intervention
by or at the direction of the Government of the People's Republic of China in the
exchange market. Such undervaluation shall be found when the observed exchange
rate for the renminbi is below the exchange rate that could reasonably be expected
for the renminbi absent the intervention.

, (B) In determining whether exchange-rate misalignment is occurring, the
Commission in each case--

, (i) shall consider the People's Republic of China's--

'(I) bilateral balance-of-trade surplus or deficit with the United States;

'(II) balance-of-trade surplus or deficit with its other trading partners
individually and in the aggregate;

'(III) foreign-direct investment in its territory;

'(IV) currency-specific and aggregate amounts of foreign currency
reserves; and

'(V) mechanisms employed to maintain its currency at an undervalued
exchange rate relative to another currency and, particularly, the nature,
duration, and monetary expenditures of those mechanisms;

'(ii) may consider such other economic factors as are relevant; and

, (iii) shall measure the trade surpluses or deficits described in subclauses (I)
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and (II) of clause (i) with reference to the trade data reported by the United
States and the other trading partners of the People's Republic of China, unless

such trade data are not available or are demonstrably inaccurate, in which case
the trade data of the People's Republic of China may be relied upon if shown to
be sufficiently accurate and trustworthy.

, (C) COMPUTATION- In quantifying exchange-rate misalignment, the Commission
shall develop and apply an objective methodology that is consistent with widely
recognized macroeconomic theory and shall rely upon governmentally published and
other publicly available and reliable data.'.

(b) Critical Circumstances- Section 421(i)(1) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.s.c. 2451(i)
(1)) is amended by inserting after subparagraph (B) the following:

'If the petition alleges and reasonably documents that exchange-rate misalignment is
occurring, such exchange-rate misalignment shall be considered as a factor weighing in
favor of affirmative findings in subparagraphs (A) and (B).'.

(c) Standard for Presidential Action- Section 421(k)(2) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19
U.S.C. 2451(k)(2)) is amended by adding at the end the following new sentence: 'If the
Commission makes an affirmative determination that exchange-rate misalignment is
occurring, the President shall consider such exchange-rate misalignment as a factor
weighing in favor of providing import relief in accordance with subsection (a).'.

(d) Modifications of Relief- Section 421(n)(2) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.c. 2451(n)
(2)) is amended by adding at the end the following new sentence: 'If the Commission
affirmatively determines that exchange-rate misalignment is occurring, the Commission
and the President shall consider such exchange-rate misalignment as a factor weighing in
favor of finding that continuation of relief is necessary to prevent or remedy the market
disruption at issue.'.

(e) Extension of Action- Section 421(0) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.c. 2451(0)) is
amended--

(1) in paragraph (1), by adding at the end the following new sentence: 'If the
Commission makes an affirmative determination that exchange-rate misalignment is
occurring, the Commission shall consider such exchange-rate misalignment as a
factor weighing in favor of finding that an extension of the period of relief is
necessary to prevent or remedy the market disruption at issue.'; and

(2) in paragraph (4), by adding at the end the following new sentence: 'If the
Commission makes an affirmative determination that exchange-rate misalignment is
occurring, the President shall consider such exchange-rate misalignment as a factor
weighing in favor of finding that an extension of the period of relief is necessary to
prevent or remedy the market disruption at issue.'.

(f) Effective Date- The amendments made by this section apply with respect to an
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investigation initiated under chapter 2 of title iv of the Trade Act of 1974 before, on, or
after the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 105. PROHIBITION ON PROCUREMENT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE OF CERTAIN DEFENSE ARTICLES IMPORTED FROM THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA.

(a) Copy of Petition, Request, or Resolution To Be Transmitted to the Secretary of
Defense- Section 421(b)(4) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.c. 2451(b)(4)) is amended
by inserting' , the Secretary of Defense' after' , the Trade Representative'.

(b) Determination of Secretary of Defense- Section 421(b) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19
U.S.c. 2451(b)) is amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

'(6) Not later than 15 days after the date on which an investigation is initiated
under this subsection, the Secretary of Defense shall submit to the Commission a
report in writing which contains the determination of the Secretary as to whether or
not the articles of the People's Republic of China that are the subject of the
investigation are like or directly competitive with articles produced by a domestic
industry that are critical to the defense industrial base of the United States.'.

(c) Prohibition on Procurement by the Department of Defense of Certain Defense Articles-

(1) PROHIBITION- If the United States International Trade Commission makes an
affirmative determination under section 421(b) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.c.
2451(b)), or a determination which the President or the United States Trade
Representative may consider as affirmative under section 421(e) of such Act (19
U.S.c. 2451(e)), with respect to articles of the People's Republic of China that the

Secretary of Defense has determined are like or directly competitive with articles
produced by a domestic industry that are critical to the defense industrial base of
the United States, the Secretary of Defense may not procure, directly or indirectly,
such articles of the People's Republic of China.

(2) WAIVER- The President may waive the application of the prohibition contained in
paragraph (1) on a case-by-case basis if the President determines and certifies to
Congress that it is in the national security interests of the United States to do so.

SEC. 106. APPLICATION TO GOODS FROM CANADA AND MEXICO.

Pursuant to article 1902 of the North American Free Trade Agreement and section 408 of
the North American Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act of 1993 (19 U.s.c. 3438),
the amendments made by sections 102, 103, and 206 of this Act shall apply to goods
from Canada and Mexico.

TITLE II--INTERNATIONAL MONETARY AND FINANCIAL POLICY
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SEC. 201. FINDINGS.

Congress makes the following findings:

(1) Since the Exchange Rates and International Economic Policy Coordination Act of
1988 (22 U.S.c. 5302(3)) was enacted the global economy has changed
dramatically, with increased capital account openness, a sharp increase in the flow
of funds internationally, and an ever growing number of emerging market economies
becoming systemically important to the global flow of goods, services, and capitaL.
In addition, practices such as the maintenance of multiple currency regimes have
become rare.

(2) Exchange rates among major trading nations are occasionally manipulated or
fundamentally misaligned due to direct or indirect governmental intervention in the
exchange market.

(3) A major focus of national economic policy should be a market-driven exchange
rate for the United States dollar at a level consistent with a sustainable balance in
the United States current account.

(4) While some degree of surpluses and deficits in payments balances may be
expected, particularly in response to increasing economic globalization, large and
growing imbalances raise concerns of possible disruption to financial markets. In
part, such imbalances often reflect exchange rate policies that foster fundamental
misalignment of currencies.

(5) Currencies in fundamental misalignment can seriously impair the ability of
international markets to adjust appropriately to global capital and trade flows,
distorting trade flows and causing economic harm to the United States.

(6) The effects of a fundamentally misaligned currency may be so harmful that it is
essential to correct the fundamental misalignment without regard to the purpose of
any policy that contributed to the misalignment.

(7) In the interests of facilitating the exchange of goods, services, and capital
among countries, sustaining sound economic growth, and fostering financial and
economic stability, Article iv of the International Monetary Fund's Articles of
Agreement obligates each member of the International Monetary Fund to avoid
manipulating exchange rates in order to prevent effective balance of payments
adjustments or to gain an unfair competitive advantage over other members.

(8) The failure of a government to acknowledge a fundamental misalignment of its
currency or to take timely and effective steps to correct such a fundamental
misalignment, either through inaction or mere token action, is a form of exchange
rate manipulation and is inconsistent with that government's obligations under
Article iv of the International Monetary Fund's Articles of Agreement.
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SEC. 202. AMENDMENTS TO DEFINITIONS.

Section 3006 of the Exchange Rates and International Economic Policy Coordination Act
of 1988 (22 U.s.c. 5306) is amended by adding at the end the following:

'(3) FUNDAMENTAL MISALIGNMENT- The term' fundamental misalignment' means
a material sustained disparity between the observed levels of an effective exchange
rate for a currency and the corresponding levels of an effective exchange rate for
that currency that would be consistent with fundamental macroeconomic conditions
based on a generally accepted economic rationale.

'(4) EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATE- The term' effective exchange rate' means a
weighted average of bilateral exchange rates, expressed in either nominal or real
terms.

, (5) GENERALLY ACCEPTED ECONOMIC RATIONALE- The term 'generally accepted
economic rationale' means an explanation drawn on widely recognized
macroeconomic theory for which there is a significant degree of empirical support.'.

SEC. 203. BILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS.

Section 3004(b) of the Exchange Rates and International Economic Policy Coordination
Act of 1988 (22 U.S.c. 5304(b)) is amended to read as follows:

, (b) Bilateral Negotiations-

'(1) IN GENERAL- The Secretary of the Treasury shall analyze on an annual basis
the exchange rate policies of foreign countries, in consultation with the International
Monetary Fund, and consider whether countries--

, (A) manipulate the rate of exchange between their currency and the United
States dollar for purposes of preventing effective balance of payments
adjustments or gaining unfair competitive advantage in international trade; or

'(B) have a currency that is in fundamental misalignment.

, (2) AFFIRMATIVE DETERMINATION- If the Secretary considers that such
manipulation or fundamental misalignment is occurring with respect to countries
that--

'(A) have material global current account surpluses; or

'(B) have significant bilateral trade surpluses with the United States,

the Secretary of the Treasury shall take action to initiate negotiations with such
foreign countries on an expedited basis, in the International Monetary Fund or
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bilaterally, for the purpose of ensuring that such countries regularly and promptly
adjust the rate of exchange between their currencies and the United States dollar to
permit effective balance of payments adjustments and to eliminate the unfair
advantage.

'(3) EXCEPTION- The Secretary shall not be required to initiate negotiations if the
Secretary determines that such negotiations would have a serious detrimental
impact on vital national economic and security interests. The Secretary shall inform
the chairman and the ranking minority member of the Committee on Banking,
Housing, and Urban Affairs of the Senate and of the Committee on Financial Services
of the House of Representatives of the Secretary's determination.'.

SEC. 204. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

Section 3005 of the Exchange Rates and International Economic Policy Coordination Act
of 1988 (22 U.s.c. 5305) is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 3005. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

'(a) Reports Required-

, (1) IN GENERAL- The Secretary, after consulting with the Chairman of the Board,
shall submit to Congress, on or before October 15 of each year, a written report on
international economic policy and currency exchange rates.

'(2) INTERIM REPORT- The Secretary, after consulting with the Chairman of the
Board, shall submit to Congress, on or before April 15 of each year, a written report
on interim developments with respect to international economic policy and currency
exchange rates.

'(b) Contents of Reports- Each report submitted under subsection (a) shall contain--

, (1) an analysis of currency market developments and the relationship between the
United States dollar and the currencies of major economies and United States
trading partners;

, (2) a review of the economic and financial policies of major economies and United
States trading partners and an evaluation of the impact that such policies have on

currency exchange rates;

, (3) a description of any currency intervention by the United States or other major
economies or United States trading partners, or other actions undertaken to adjust
the actual exchange rate of the dollar;

, (4) an evaluation of the factors that underlie conditions in the currency markets,
including--
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, (A) monetary and financial conditions;

'(B) foreign exchange reserve accumulation;

'(C) macroeconomic trends;

, (D) trends in current and financial account balances;

, (E) the size and composition of, and changes in, international capital flows;

'(F) the impact of the external sector on economic changes;

, (G) the size and growth of external indebtedness;

'(H) trends in the net level of international investment; and

, (I) capital controls, trade, and exchange restrictions;

'(5) a list of currencies of the major economies or economic areas that are
manipulated or in fundamental misalignment and a description of any economic
models or methodologies used to establish the list;

, (6) a description of any reason or circumstance that accounts for why each
currency identified under paragraph (5) is manipulated or in fundamental
misalignment based on a generally accepted economic rationale;

'(7) a list of each currency identified under paragraph (5) for which the
manipulation or fundamental misalignment causes, or contributes to, a material
adverse impact on the economy of the United States, including a description of any
reason or circumstance that explains why the manipulation or fundamental
misalignment is not accounted for under paragraph (6);

'(8) the results of any prior consultations conducted or other steps taken; and

, (9)(A) a list of each occasion during the reporting period when the issue of
exchange-rate misalignment was raised in a countervailing duty proceeding under
subtitle A of title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 or in an investigation under section
421 of the Trade Act of 1974;

, (B) a summary in each such instance of whether or not exchange-rate
misalignment was found and the reasoning and data underlying that finding; and

, (C) a discussion regarding each affirmative finding of exchange-rate misalignment
to consider the circumstances underlying that exchange-rate misalignment and what
action appropriately has been or might be taken by the Secretary apart from and in
addition to import relief to correct the exchange-rate misalignment.
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SEC. 205. INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTION GOVERNANCE
ARRANGEMENTS.

'(c) Development of Reports- The Secretary shall consult with the Chairman of the Board I
with respect to the preparation of each report required under subsection (a). Any I
comments provided by the Chairman of the Board shall be submitted to the Secretary notl
later than the date that is 15 days before the date each report is due under subsection i
(a). The Secretary shall submit the report after taking into account all comments Ireceived. ' . ¡

¡
ì
ì

¡
i

ì

(a) Initial Review- Notwithstanding any other provision of law, before the United States I
approves a proposed change in the governance arrangement of any international financiall
institution, as defined in section 1701(c)(2) of the International Financial Institutions Act ii1
(22 U.S.c. 262r(c)(2)), the Secretary of the Treasury shall determine whether any
member of the international financial institution that would benefit from the proposed I
change, in the form of increased voting shares or representation, has a currency that is ¡

manipulated or in fundamental misalignment, and if so, whether the manipulation or I

fundamental misalignment causes or contributes to a material adverse impact on the I

economy of the United States. The determination shall be reported to Congress. I

(b) Subsequent Action- The United States shall oppose any proposed change in the I
governance arrangement of any international financial institution (as defined in Ii'

subsection (a)) if the Secretary renders an affirmative determination pursuant to Isubsection (a). I
i
,

i

I

i

¡
ì

I

I
,

¡
I

i

i
i

Paragraph (18)(B)(vi) of section 771 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.c. 1677(18)(B)(vi))!
is amended by inserting before the period at the end the following: " including whether I
the currency of the foreign country has been identified pursuant to section 3005(b )(7) of I
the Exchange Rates and International Economic Policy Coordination Act of 1988 (22 i

U.S.c. 5305(b)(7)) in any written report required by such section 3005(b)(7) during the
24-month period immediately preceding the month during which the administering
authority seeks to revoke a determination that such foreign country is a non market
economy country'.

(c) Further Action- The United States shall continue to oppose any proposed change in
the governance arrangement of an international financial institution, pursuant to
subsection (b), until the Secretary determines and reports to Congress that the currency
of each member of the international financial institution that would benefit from the
proposed change, in the form of increased voting shares or representation, is neither
manipulated nor in fundamental misalignment.

SEC. 206. NONMARKET ECONOMY STATUS.

END
,
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Members of Congress who have agreed to be Co-sponsors of DR 782
The Fair Currency Act of 2007:

Rep. Tim Ryan (OH- 1 7) and Rep. Dunca Hunter (CA-52)
1. Louise Slaughter (N-28)
2. James Sensenbrenner (W-S)

3. Don Manllo (IL-16)
4. Jason Altmire (PA-4)

5. Vernon Ehlers (MI-3)

6. Peter DeFazo (OR-4)
7. Virgiia Foxx (NC-5)

8. Rosa DeLauro (CT -3)

9. Jim Gerlach (PA-6)

10. Michael Doyle (PA-14)
11. Robin Hayes (NC-8)
12. Rush Holt (NJ-12)
13. Dale Kildee (M-5)
14. John McHugh (N-23)
is. Dan Lipinki (IL-3)
16. Candice Miler (M-I0)
17. James McGovern (MA-3)
18. Sue Myrck (NC-9)
19. Kendrck Meek (FL- 1 7)
20. Rick Renzi (AZ-l)
21. Mie Michaud (M-2)
22. Chales Norwood (GA-I0)
23. Alan Mollohan (W - 1)
24. Dan Rohrabacher (CA-46)
25. Jan Schakowsky (I-9)
26. Jim Saxn (NJ-3)
27. Zack Space (OH-18)
28. Mark Souder (I-3)

29. Bet Suttn (OH-13)

30. Joe Wilson (SC-2)
31. Tim Wal (M-l)
32. Steve LaTourette (OH-14)
33. Carol Shea-Porter (N-l)

34. Jim Marsha (GA-3)
3S. Carolyn Maloney (N-14)
36. Dan Burn (I-S)

37. Chalie Wilson (OH-6)
38. Grce Napolitao (CA-38)
39. Jerr McNerney (CA-11)
40. Lyn Westoreland (GA-8)
41. Thdeus McCotter (MI-l1)
42. John Dunca (I-2)
43. Gene Green (TX-29)
44. Spencer Bachus (AL-6)
45. Walter Jones (NC-3)
46. Virgil Goode (V A-5)
47. Tim Holden (P A- 17)
48. Pau Gilior (OH-S)

49. Steve Kaen, MD (W-08)
50. Carolyn Kipatrick (MI-13)

D2 S 1. Stephen Lynch (MA-9)
R2 52. Ed Pastor (AZ-4)
R3 S3. Fra LoBiondo (NJ-2)
D3 54. John Conyers (MI-14)
R4
D4
R5
DS
R6
D6
R7
D7
D8
R8
D9
R9
D10
RIO
D11
R11
D12
R12
DB
R13
D14
R14
DIS
RIS
D16
R16
D17
R17
D18
D19
D20
R18
D21
D22
D23
R19
R20
R21
D24
R22
R23
R24
D25
R2S
D26
D27

D28
D29
R26
D30
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Richard Trumka statement
China Currency Coalition press event
Februar 28,2007

Good Mornng

I am here this mornng to address the issue of currency manpulation. And, I am
frstrated and angr that nothing has changed since the last time we spoke to you on this

very issue. The time for talk about currency manpulation is over. It is time for biparisan
Congressional action.

Currency manipulation is ilegal and it undermines America's industrial base. It is a
major contributing factor to a trade deficit with China that in 2006 grew more than 15
percent to $233 bilion. China now accounts for a shocking 28 percent of a record trade
deficit of nearly three quarers of a trillon dollars ($764 bilion). Yet this Administration
has absolutely refused to move aggressively on this issue.

In September of2004, the China Currency Coalition decided to tr to do something to fix
this injustice - - we fied a Section 301 petition alleging that China's currency
manipulation was an unfair trade practice under u.s. trade law.

The Bush Administration summarly rejected the petition within a few hours of its filing
- apparently without takng the time to read the several hundred pages of analysis,
documentation, statistics, and tables.

Members of Congress twice filed a similar petition. The most recent one was filed on
April 20, 2005 by a bipartisan group of35 U.S. Senators and Representatives. The USTR
rejected both petitions.

This Administration makes me feel like Bil Murray in the movie Groundhog Day. We
show how the Chinese governent manipulates their currency. Over and over, they send
back a procession of Treasury Secretaries, Under Secretares, Deputy Secretares and the
USTR to give speeches, issue press statements and testify before Congress. Over and
over, they acknowledge the problem but tell us they can't find any "technical violations"
of the law. And, over and over, they promise yet another "strategic dialogue" with the
Chinese government. It has been talk and more talk without any leverage.

It adds up to ... so many promises, so few results..

The Bush administration has refused to hold the Chinese government to its international
obligations on trade, currency manipulation and human rights, and has denied American
businesses import relief they are entitled to under the law.

That's why I'm so pleased to be here today announcing our support for important
legislation that will address the currency manipulation crisis with China and other
governents who may be engaged in the same kinds of unfair trade practices.. We



believe the solution to the trade crisis requrres a biparisan and multi-dimensional
approach.

I want to than Congressman Ryan and Congressman Hunter for their leadership and
wilingness to act on this important matter.

The AFL-CIO Industral Union Council is proud to join with our business counterpars in
the China Currency Coalition in supporting the Fair Currency Act of 2007. The nation
needs a biparisan legislative remedy to this serious problem.

American manufactring workers, their industries and their communities are counting on
Congress to act.
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Quotes on Currency Manipulation

Between 2002 and 2006 the trade deficit with China more than doubled growing from
$103 bilion to more than $230 bilion. The US trade deficit also nearly doubled growing
from $418 bilion to $765 billon. The U.S. Treasury was unable to fid any currency

manipulation by the Chinese governent.

2002 China Trade Deficit $103 bilion US Trade Deficit $418 billon

Report to Congress on International Economic and Exchange Rate Policies
No major trading parners of the United States manipulated exchange rates under the
terms of Section 3004 of the Act during the period January 1, 2002 to June 30, 20021.

2003 China Trade Deficit $124 bilion US Trade Deficit $489 bilion

Report to Congress on International Economic and Exchange Rate Policies
Chia has pegged its currency since 1994 at 8.28 to the dollar. This policy is not
appropriate for a major economy like China and should be changed... No major trading
parners of the United States manpulated exchange rates under the terms of Section 3004
of the Act during the period Januar 1, 2002 to June 30,20021.

Testimony of Treasury Secretary John Snow Before the Senate Committee on
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs October 30, 2003
Among the many currencies discussed in the Report, China's received special attention.
China does not meet the techncal requirements of the 1988 Trade Act -- the same finding
for nearly ten years of past reports.

Earlier this month Chia's central bank governor said: "With the role of the market
becoming increasingly important, the exchange rate of the RM will be finally determned
decisively by the market forces and have great flexibility."



2004 China Trade Deficit $162 billon US Trade Deficit $618 bilion

Report to Congress on International Economic and Exchange Rate Policies
The report finds that no major trading parner of the United States met the techncal
requirements for designation under the Omnbus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988
during the first half of 2004. The report notes that while a number of economies continue
to use pegged exchange rates and/or intervene in foreign exchange markets, a peg or
intervention does not in and of itself satisfy the statutory test.

Statement of U.S. Trade Representative Robert B. Zoellick April 28, 2004
We do not need to conduct a year-long investigation to know that there are serious
concerns with labor rights and working conditions in China, as there are in many other
developing countries. We do not need a year-long investigation to know that we have
serious concerns with Chia's policies on the value of its currency.

Statement of Treasury Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs Rob Nichols on China
Currency Petition September 9, 2004
With steady progress being made, the most effective way at this time to achieve the goal
of a flexible, market-based exchange rate in Chia is to maintain the persistent engagement
we have established." ...

Governor Zhou of China's central ban, for example, declared that 'building a more
market-driven trading system for the renmnbi is now a task of top priority.'

John B. Taylor Under Secretary for International Affairs, New Directions for u.s.
Economic Policy towards Japan and China October 21,2004
As President Bush recently said, ... "So I'm saying to places like China, you treat us the
way we treat you. You open up your markets just like we open up our markets. And I say
that with confdence because we can compete with anybody, any time, anywhere so long
as the rules are fair."

2005 China Trade Deficit $202billon US Trade Deficit $725 bilon

Testimony of John Jv Snow before the Senate Committee on Finance June 23,2005
Chia's currency regime contributes to distortions in its own economy and blocks the
smooth adjustment of global imbalances. Furthermore, if current trends continue without
substantial alteration, China's policies will likely meet the techncal requirements of the
statute for designation ... Concerns of competitiveness with China also constrain
neighboring economies in their adoption of more flexible exchange policies. China's rigid
currency regime has become highly distortionary.

Oct 10, 2005 News Reports
The People's Bank of China anounced that "it wil continue to maintain the basic
stability of the yuan-exchange rate and that appreciation pressure appears to be abating."



2006 China Trade Deficit $230 bilion US Trade Deficit $765 bilion

Statement of Treasury Secretary John W; Snow on the Report on International
Economic and Exchange Rate Policies May 10, 2006
Chiese exchange rate flexibility is the lynchpin of currency flexibility in emergig Asia.
China's international economic and exchange rate policies are deeply concernng. In the
fial analysis, though, the Treasury Department is unable to conclude that China's intent
has been to manage its exchange rate regime for the purposes of preventing effective
balance of payments adjustment or gainng unfair competitive advantage in international
trade. Thus, we have not designated China pursuant to the 1988 Trade Act.

Text from Ben Bernanke 2006 speech Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Ben Bernanke, chairman of US Federal Reserve's speech in China talked about "the
effective subsidy that an undervalued currency provides for Chiese firms that focus on
exporting rather than producing for the domestic market."

December 2006 Report to Congress
China's currency policy is a core issue in the China - United States economic relationship
... The Department ofthe Treasury concluded that no major trading partner of the United
States met the techncal requirements for designation under the terms of Section 3004 of
the Act durig the period under consideration.
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A New High in the U.S./China Trade Deficit
Is ANew Low for American Manufacturing, Workers, and Agriculture

(Washington, D.C.) (February 13, 2007) -- The Deparment of Commerce reported today
that the U.S. trade deficit with China grew to a new high of$232.S bilion in 2006, up
from $201.S bilion the previous year, according to a coalition of U.S. manufacturers,

agricultural producers, and workers. The China Currency Coalition further noted that the
U.S./China bilateral trade deficit exceeded that with any other U.S. trading parner.

The coalition plans to focus on Capitol Hill and the new Congress to promote legislation
that will provide some defense for U.s. manufacturers, workers, and farers who must
compete against the misaligned yuan. Many international economists believe that China's
currency is undervalued by about 40 percent. This undervaluation is significant because it
effectively levies a tax and therefore increases the cost of US. exports to China, while
giving Chinese producers an automatic price break on their exports to the United States.
Producers in China benefit from what is, in effect, a substantial government subsidy,
which allows them to enter the global marketlace with a huge price advantage.

Explained coalition spokesperson David A. Harquist, "Americans are hurt coming and
going, and many U.S. companies have concluded that the only way they can compete is
by moving their operations to China. What is needed is legislation that wil enable U.S.
companies, workers, and farmers-consistent with international law-to defend

themselves against the negative impact of undervaluation."

In July 200S, China appreciated its currency by about 2% and since then has allowed the
yuan to increase by an additional 3.7%. Any nominal strengthening of the yuan against
the dollar, however, has been largely or even completely cancelled by the relative levels
of infation in China and the United States, according to the coalition.

The distortive effects of China's subsidized currency are extensive. China has now
amassed foreign exchange reserves of over $1 trillon, far surpassing any other country's
reserves. China's subsidized currency also attracts foreign direct investment into China.

- more -
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Ths flow of investment has adversely afected U.S. employment in agrculture and
manufactring. Since Januar 2001, for example, 3 millon U.S. manufactring jobs have
been lost. Said Harquist, "The insistence of Chia upon keeping an arficially weak
yuan is preventing market forces from acting and is creating dangerous imbalances."

Since 2004, the China Curency Coalition has been a major force behind focusing
government, media, consumer and international attention on the inequities resulting from
China's persistent undervaluation of its currency. The coalition, whose membership
includes American industrial, service, agrcultural and labor organzations, has continued
to work with the Bush Administration and the U.S. Congress to encourage the
governent of China to alter its monetar policy and value the yuan in line with
international trading rules.

David A. Hartquist, a senior parner and head of the international trade section of the
Washington, D.C. law fi of Kelley Drye Coller Shanon, serves as counsel to the
China Currency Coalition. Its co-chairs are AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer Richard L.
Trumka and Doug Barlett, Chairan of Barlett Manufactring Company, Inc., in Cary,
Ilinois, also a member of the United States Business Industry CounciL. For further

information, visit ww.chinacurrencycoalition.org.

-end-
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Januar 30,2007

The Honorable Duncan Hunter
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable Tim Ryan
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressmen Hunter and Ryan:

On behalf ofthe China Currency Coalition, we wish to express our considerable
appreciation for your support and leadership in co-sponsoring the Fair Curency Act of
2007. We were extremely encouraged last year when your predecessor bill, H.R. 1498,
the Chinese Curency Act of2005, had 178 co-sponsors, including 92 Democrats and 86

Republicans. Weare hopeful that your perseverance wil result in even more biparisan
support in this new 11 Oth Congress and passage into law of this bill that the China

Curency Coalition believes is very much needed, not only for the maintenance of a
strong U.S. manufacturng base and national securty, but also for the sake of a healthy
global economy.

As you know, the China Curency Coalition is an alliance of industr, agrcultue, and
worker organizations whose mission is to support U.S. manufactung by seeking an end
to the Chinese governent's enforced misalignent ofthe yuan, which we believe is
undervalued by about 40 percent. This skewing of the exchange rate serves as a subsidy
for China's exports to the United States, an additional tax and impediment for our exports
to China, and a subsidy for foreign direct investment into China, propellng the migration
of manufactung investment into China. Our trade deficit with China continues to grow,
and China's surplus with the world is increasing at an alaring pace, confirming that
China's exchange-rate policies are distorting global trade and finance. China's foreign
exchange reserves, the largest in the world, have increased to over $1 trllion.

As Chairman Bemane publicly observed recently, the yuan's undervaluation constitutes
an effective subsidy. In the China Curency Coalition's judgment, the Fair Currency Act
of2007 appropriately would offset that subsidization and impose countervailing duties on
injurious imports from China - and from any other country whose currency was found to
be undervalued - in a manner consistent with the rights and obligations of the United
States under the World Trade Organization's agreements. Holding to account in this way
countres that engage in exchange-rate misalignent could also facilitate corrective
action toward exchange rates that reflect underlying economic fudamentals.
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In closing, we are truly grateful for your concerted effort to address this serious problem
in an energetic and bipartisan fashion.

Very Truly Yours,

Zt~
JEFFREY S. BECKIGTON
Counsel
China Curency Coalition
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USBIC HAILS REINTRODUCTION OF HUNTER-RYAN CURRNCY MANIPULATION BILL

WASHINGTON, D.C., February 28, 2007. The u.s. Business and Industry Council (USBIC) applauds the
reintroduction of the Hunter-Ryan China Currency bil (now titled H.R. 782, the Fair Currency Act of 2007). This
WTO-compliant piece oflegislation, originally introduced in 2005 by Reps. Duncan Hunter (R-CA) and Tim Ryan
(D-OH), is designed to give America's domestic manufacturers the ability to directly combat Asian currency
manipulation.

"Congressmen Duncan Hunter and Tim Ryan have demonstrated courageous political leadership on behalf of small
and medium-sized domestic manufacturers with their work on the currency issue," said Kevin L. Keams, president
ofUSBIC. "H.R. 782 can lead to sanctions on currency manipulators, put a stop to foreign governent
manipulation of currency markets, and lead to appropriate exchange rates. We hope for prompt passage by the new,
Democratically controlled House, and the bill's introduction in the Senate and prompt passage there as welL."

Continued Keams, "The Bush administration has been negotiating with the Chinese governent for more than four
years in an effort to get Chia to value its currency fairly, but to no effect. The Treasur Deparment has issued
numerous semi-annual reports to Congress that have refused to cite China, Japan, and Korea for manipulating their
currencies. The Hunter-Ryan bil wil allow domestic American manufacturers to do for themselves what the Bush
Administration cannot seem to bring itself to do."

From 1988 to 1994, the Treasury Deparment found China to be violating the 1988 Trade Act's currency
manipulation provisions five times. Taiwan was found to be manipulating four times, and Korea was found to be
manipulating its curency three times. Since 1994, neither the Clinton nor Bush Administrations has applied the

1988 Trade Act as intended by Congress. And the U.S. trade deficit in goods with China continues to rise each
year. In 2005, it was $202 bilion, while in 2006 it climbed 15.38% to $233 bilion. "It is high time for the
Secretar of the Treasury to cite Japan, China, Taiwan, and Korea in the upcoming semi-annual report to
Congress," added Keams.

USBIC incoming chairman Douglas Bartlett, who also serves as co-chair of the China Currency Coalition,
considers the bil to be of high importance. As chairman of Car, Ilinois-based Barlett Manufacturing, Bartlett
has experienced firsthand the diffculties posed by China's subsidized competition.

"If domestic American manufacturing is to survive, China cannot be allowed to continue its currency
manipulation," said Bartlett. "Given the current astronomical trade deficit with China and its blatant history of
currency manipulation and unfair trade practices, no Member of Congress has an excuse not to join Congressman
Hunter and Congressman Ryan on their bil and support domestic American manufacturers. We look to the Senate
to demonstrate the same political courage as well in order to get this bil passed."

The U.S. Business and Industry Council, founded in 1933, is a national business organization
representing roughly 1,500 small and medium-sized domestic U.S. companies, predomiantly
manufacturers.
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